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Prelude Music ................................................................. Students, Music Department
Lee Hammons, Conductor

*Processional

Student Marshals: Dustin D. Exley, Accounting; Connie M. Bentley, Production and Operations Management; Matthew G. Howell, Economics; Brett Alan Paternoster, General Business Management; and Jade B. Millington, Finance

Welcome and Remarks .................................................. William N. Ruud

Recognition of Honors:
Top Ten Scholar for 1995 .................................................. George Georgilakis
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award and Management/General Business .................. Brett Alan Paternoster
Idaho Society of CPAs .................................................... Travis Jensen
Accounting ................................................................. Dustin D. Exley
Computer Information Systems ........................................ Matthew R. Amos
Production and Operations Management ................................ Vicki Willis
Economics ................................................................. Matthew G. Howell
International Business .................................................. Kenneth Stephens
Management/Entrepreneurial ............................................ Gary Siggelkow
Management/Human Resource ....................................... Joyce Weir
Marketing ................................................................. Trista Ross
Finance ................................................................. Jade Millington
MBA Graduates ......................................................... Archana Rai and Kathryn Scott

Presentation of Degrees by Departments
Accounting ........................................................................ William Lathen, Ph.D.
Computer Information Systems and Production and Operations Management .................. Gerald LaCava, Ph.D.
Economics ......................................................................... Richard Payne, Ph.D.
Management ..................................................................... William Wines, J.D.
Marketing and Finance .................................................. Alan Frankle, Ph.D.
Masters of Business Administration ................................ Matt Maher, Ph.D.

Concluding Remarks ....................................................... William N. Ruud

*Recessional

Reception for graduates, families, and friends immediately following Maggies Cafe, Student Union Building

*Audience will please stand
HONOR ROLL

BACCALAUREATE

Summa Cum Laude (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
M-George Georgilakis M-Adriana F. Sanchez

Magna Cum Laude (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)
D-Matthew R. Amos D-Travis Don Jensen
D-Robert Mark Conley M-Kirsi Makisalo-Lowry
D-Dustin D. Exley M-Jade B. Millington
D-Robert James Harrington M-Susan Sylvia Nuxoll

Cum Laude (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)
M-Brett Michael Armitage A-Broward Langford Horne
M-Lisa A. Baird M-Matthew G. Howell
M-Chadwick J. T. Byrd D-Kristina Moore Inskeep
M-David L. Dearden M-Scott Eric Johnson
M-Lori M. Forest M-Charles Wayne Kouba
M-Tod M. Gaahley M-Mark Alan Lukasavich
M-Ronda Gay M-Mary R. Marks
D-Diane B. Gempler M-Lois Snow Melander
D-Stephen L. Gross M-Kris Uneijce Mellinger
A-Michelle Marie Gunn M-Geoffrey D. Nickerson
D-Margaret Rose Hanny D-Shannon Lee O’ Bosky
D-Kimberly Howell Hansen M-Gail Ann Rhodes
D-Matthew Scott Harvey D-Lynnette E. Riskey

(M = MAY, 1995 D = DECEMBER, 1994 A = AUGUST, 1994 S.D. = SECOND DEGREE

Calculations for May candidates were made on the basis of grade point average accumulated before the last semester and there may be differences when final grades are processed. Candidates for second degrees are not eligible for honors designation. All Masters candidates must have a minimum grade point average of at least 3.00 and are not eligible for honors designation.)
**CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION**

**COLLEGE OF BUSINESS**

**BACHELOR OF ARTS, ACCOUNTING**
- M-Mary Kathryn Hill DiMaggio
- M-Shawn Lynn Myers

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING**
- M-Brett Michael Armitage
- M-Christopher Marc Baetocher
- M-Melanie Sue Bartolome
- M-Kent A. Bates
- M-Deborah L. Birch
- D-Kari L. Burns
- M-Chadwick J. Byrd
- D-Gary Steven Capron
- A-Ken Chung Chu
- D-Robert Mark Conley
- A-Kari Miller Conover
- D-Stephanie Dawson
- D-Peter Philip Di Dio
- M-Christian Drake II
- D-Barbara A. Dutra
- D-Roberto Edgardo
- A-Cheryl Ann Miller Eld
- D-Russell V. Evans
- D-Dustin D. Exley
- M-Lori M. Forest
- D-Tanya Denise Foster
- D-Tawnya S. Fox
- M-Yuan Gu (S.D.)
- M-Rory M. Hammersmark
- D-Matthew Scott Harvey
- A-Ian E. Harvey
- D-Randall Richard Henderson
- A-Tracie Lynn Hill (S.D.)
- D-Alden Jay Holm
- D-Christian David Hume (S.D.)
- M-Robert G. Hunter
- D-Kristina Moore Inskipp
- M-Phillip D. James
- M-Joseph L. Jarvis
- D-Travis Don Jensen
- A-Amy L. Kelley

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING**
- M-Jeffrey Robert Huff (S.D.)
- A-David D. Lindholm
- D-James Wendell McMahon (S.D.)

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING, INTERNAL AUDIT OPTION**
- M-William Gosvenor
- M-Cynda M. Herrick

**BACHELOR OF ARTS, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS**
- M-David L. Dearden

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS**
- M-Bashar Ali Alnasser
- M-Robert Allen Crick
- M-Montavon Daniel
- M-Chung Ho Lee
- M-Rashell Leigh Lerner
- M-Robert William M. Loh
- M-David Michael Montalbetta
- M-Philip Michael Murray
- M-Bruce Robert Nohara
- M-Michael Sean O’Connor

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS**
- M-Anthony Olonuntoba Bailey (S.D.)
- D-Barbara R. Bancroft (S.D.)
- M-Tamera J. Fele
- M-Matthew Sue Grosskaus
- M-Itushit Kibumrung (S.D.)

**BACHELOR OF ARTS, PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT**
- M-Casey Lee Curtis
- M-David N. Williams

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT**
- M-Connie M. Bentley
- M-Jon K. Butler
- D-Aaron J. Darnell

**BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS EMPHASIS**
- M-Heather Lynn Bjogge
- M-Michael Sean Hicks
- M-Abby D. Hill
- M-Matthew G. Howell (+ C.I.S.)
- M-Justin Reed Martin

**BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, SOCIAL SCIENCE EMPHASIS**
- M-Sheryl Lynn Bishop
- M-W. Scott Bishop
- M-Russell Marc Carsworth
- M-Travis P. Elmore

**BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS - SOCIAL SCIENCE, SECONDARY EDUCATION**
- M-Michelle Tracy Myers Hitchcock

**BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT**
- M-Paul D. Amos
- M-J. Renee Andriestegui
- D-Gary Andrew
- M-Ryan Scott Bailey
- M-Jesse Louis Bell
- D-Thomas B. Lockard
- M-Imran Mahmood
- A-Blas Miller-Ortiz
- A-Eileen C. Pryor (+ Accounting)
- M-Vincent Anton Police
- M-Jerald D. Pye
- M-Evelyn F. Ridge
- M-Thomas Joseph Traxler
- M-John C. Ryder
- M-Sandra Marie Pelot

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE

M-Gregory Oliver Aas
M-Christopher House (+ Accounting)
M-Philip A. Meier
M-Jeffrey Allen Jardine
M-Kimberly Ann Lambert
M-Amy M. Lewis
M-Doby Martin Lucich
M-Louis Snow Melander
M-Kris Uneitice Mellinger
M-Daniel P. Mick
M-Jade B. Millington
M-Tanya Molin
M-Carrie Lynn Moody
M-Susan Sylvia Nixoll
M-Shannon Lee O'Boxy
M-John T. O’Hara
M-Remy Pop
M-Kimberlee Ann Ross (+ Marketing)
M-Jerry D. Scarrow
M-Ted R. Schwarz
M-David A. Schwarzenberger
M-Eric S. Stansell
M-Audrey K. Thaden
M-Garry Shane Walker
M-Rodney L. Zacharias

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING

A-Mark W. Mosher (S.D.)
A-Gary S. Lim
A-Mark Alan Lukasavich
A-Mary R. Marks
A-Darwin Grant Maughan
A-Echo C. McNeal
A-Lori Lynne Homer Mooney
A-Art L. Murray
A-Sheri Rae Ouhlau Resch
A-Kwasi B. Opoku
A-Tricia K. Richey
A-Jammy Lynn Robinson
A-Jerry Mitchell Ross
A-Trista Kay Ross
A-Tom R. Saunders
A-Dona Patrick Scully
A-Randall Eugene Siekawitch
A-Julie C. Tatoris
A-Marie Anne Thomas
A-John Trent Thomas
A-M.R. Chuck Vertrees
A-D. James Hoang Vincent
A-Robin Lynn Wearden
A-Mon K. Youngblood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, MARKETING

D-Tamara Ann Beach
D-Darrick C. Mathies
D-Mark Douglas Hutchinson
D-Penny Kay Johnson
D-Vivek Kwastra
D-Michele Laur
D-Robert Bruce MacEwan
D-Darwin J. McKeegan
D-Robert H. McQuade
D-Barbara Loucks Newell
D-Barbara Gail Poston
D-Archan Arai
D-Lisa Hamric Ross
D-Kathryn Anne Scott
D-John R. Stifier
D-Gregory L. Thompson
D-Randy D. Tilley
D-Carrie Kelsey Tucker
D-Dali Zha
D-M-Zhiyong Zhang

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PHOTOGRAPHS - Photographs will be taken of each graduate by Chappell Studio, Inc. as s/he receives the diploma. A free proof will be provided by mail; and orders may be placed, if desired, by any graduate.

Guests are requested to remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony including processional and recessional. The main floor will be open for picture taking following the program.

ELEVATOR - An elevator is available at entrance 1 (northeast) for use when stairs are a barrier.

EMERGENCY CARE - For medical emergencies, please check with ushers.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The processional music, “Golden Jubilee,” was composed by Mel Shelton, Professor Emeritus, for Boise State University’s 50th anniversary (1982).

The music for the recessional, Sine Nomine, was composed by Ralph Vaughan Williams and Earl Rosenberg — arranged by Bruce H. Houseknecht.

The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to Leslie A. Blackburn, Instructor and Program Head in Horticulture, for arranging the flowers for the ceremony.

The honor color guard is provided by the Cadet Company of the Boise State University ROTC; Sargeant Marcia Kelley, Boise Bronco Battalion.

The program cover was designed by Jennifer L. White, Boise State University Printing & Graphic Services.

The student vocalist will be accompanied by Randy Coriell.

ACADEMIC DRESS

For centuries academic dress has been associated with learning. Its origin is considered to be ecclesiastical, though the gown of the medieval scholar may have developed out of the ordinary civilian costume of an earlier period. The medieval scholar was often a monk, who found the hood and gown a protection against the cold of his cell. The sleeves of his gown were used for carrying his books and supplies.

In the United States, three types of gowns and three types of hoods have been devised for the bachelors, masters, and doctors, respectively. The square caps are the same except that the doctor’s may be made of velvet and have a tassel of gold.

The distinguishing characteristic of the gowns is the sleeves: pointed and hanging to the knee, for the bachelor; closed (the arm coming through a slit at the elbow), square at the end, extending well below the knee, for the master; full, round, open, bell-shaped, adorned with three bars of velvet, for the doctor.

The colors on the hoods represent two things; the wearer’s Alma Mater and the department of learning. The lining of silk is in the color or colors of the college or university granting the degree. The trimming of velvet is the color that represents the department of learning in which the degree was obtained. The velvet trimming on a doctor’s gown may also be of the departmental color or it may be black.